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AUTUMN TEST 6: WHEN LAMPS ARE LIGHTED IN THE TOWN YEAR 2 NEW CURRICULUM READING COMPREHENSION TESTS

When Lamps are Lighted in 
the Town
Poetry

Unit summary
Year 2 children will continue to apply their phonic knowledge when decoding words; for some children 
this will be becoming increasingly fluent with simple words . They will read accurately by continuing 
to blend sounds in words that contain the graphemes that have already been taught . However, they 
should all have been introduced to a variety of texts in Year 1 . The children need to be encouraged to 
develop their ability to discuss and express views about a wide variety of poetry, fiction and non-fiction 
texts as part of comprehension, and at a level beyond their ability to read independently . There should 
be a regular focus on different question styles so the children become more familiar with them . Remind 
the children that this is a poem and therefore has a different style to fiction and non-fiction .

Children at all stages of reading will benefit from extending their comprehension by working through 
the tests and thinking carefully about the questions they are being asked . More fluent readers will 
probably complete the tests in a shorter time, but will need to spend more time thinking about the 
questions independently . Children who still need support should be able to ask for help with any 
unfamiliar words until they are more confident about decoding them .

Content domain focus: 
1b identify/explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts, such as characters, events, titles and 
information

1d make inferences from the text

1e predict what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far

Text summary  
‘When Lamps are Lighted in the Town’, by Maria Matilda Penstone, is a poem about the fishermen 
who go out at night and the children at home who are praying for them . To help ensure all children 
understand the meaning in the poem, it may be helpful to explain that many people pray to their 
god or gods to ask for protection of others .

 Teaching prompts   
Ask the children to read the poem . Remind them that all poems are different and they don’t always 
follow the same rules as other writing . Part of this poem rhymes and part of it does not . The lines 
are also set out in a different pattern compared to other poems the children have read . Remind the 
children to stop at the end of each verse to check it makes sense . They also need to remember to read 
the questions carefully to see what each one is asking, and then show they have understood what 
they have read by the answers they give .
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YEAR 2 NEW CURRICULUM READING COMPREHENSION TESTS AUTUMN TEST 6: WHEN LAMPS ARE LIGHTED IN THE TOWN

Revisiting the text
You may find it helpful to revisit this poem to enhance understanding of the skills the children have 
been practising . You could ask the children to:

• be detectives! Read them a few different short poems and ask them to identify the main message 
each time

• make a list of words that rhyme .

 Answers

Links to content domain requirements are in brackets after the answer .

1 . The fishermen [1b]

2 . They might get lost at sea . [1e]

3 . sea day

 town me

 bed down

 pray fishermen [1b]

4 . evening [1d]

5 .  Answers that suggest children/people are going to bed/ 
asleep; the lamps are lighted; “when night comes down” . [1d]

 Assessment

The children are secure in their comprehension if they can read the text and answer all the questions 
about it . The children will be able to write the answers independently . However, some children may still 
benefit from having support in a small group or with a teaching assistant . If they do write the answers, 
accept any way of identifying the correct answer and ignore spelling errors if the writing is readable . If it 
isn’t, ask the child to dictate their answer .

It may still be useful for some or all of the class to revisit the text . Reread it to them, and ask them to tell 
you what the poem was about; then ask them the questions verbally .

Next steps 
To aid comprehension, the children should continue to listen to and read a variety of poems, fiction 
and non-fiction at a level that is beyond their independent reading . If the children found any words 
difficult to decode, encourage them to read the sentence and work out the word from contextual 
clues . It is a good idea to regularly read different poems to the children so they become familiar with 
a variety of different kinds of poetry . Ask them to tell you what the poem is trying to convey . This is a 
key aspect of supporting reading comprehension .

It may help to keep practising a different style of question regularly to help the children get used 
to the tests . It may be helpful to look at questions 4 and 5, where they have to find the answer and 
explain why they have chosen that answer . Here, they are being detectives and finding evidence to 
support what they have found . Also, explain this is an inference question .
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Name: Class: Date:

When Lamps are Lighted in 
the Town
When lamps are lighted in 

the town
The boats sail out to sea.
The fishers watch when 

night comes down,
They watch for you 

and me.

When little children go 
to bed,

Before they sleep 
they pray

That God will watch 
the fishermen

And bring them home 
at day.

1 Who is the poet writing about?

 Tick one.

  fishermen  builders 

  teachers  artists
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Which questions did you get right? Colour them in.

/5Total marks1 2 3 4 5

WHEN LAMPS ARE LIGHTED IN THE TOWN

2 The children pray for the fishermen. What do they think 
might happen to them?

 Tick one.

  They might go home for their dinner.

  They might get lost at sea.

  They might go for a walk.

  They might buy some fish.

3 Draw lines to match the words that rhyme in this poem. 
One has been done for you.

 sea day

 town me

 bed down

 pray fishermen

4 “When lamps are lighted in the town.”

 What time of day is it?

 Tick one.

  morning  afternoon

  evening  lunchtime

5 How do you know what time of day it is?
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SPRING TEST 5: STRANDED! YEAR 4 NEW CURRICULUM READING COMPREHENSION TESTS

Unit summary
The unit starts with two straightforward information-retrieval questions to tune the children into the 
passage . The majority of the remaining questions focus on making inferences, particularly in terms of 
interpreting the characters’ feelings and actions from the language used . Question 10 asks the children 
to place summaries of the key events in the passage in the order in which they happened .

Stranded!
Fiction

Content domain focus: 
2b retrieve and record information/identify key details from fiction and non-fiction

2c summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph

2d make inferences from the text/explain and justify inferences with evidence from the text

Text summary  
This passage is an extract from the story Stranded! by Andrew Collett . Tim and his dad are on a sailing 
boat but find themselves becalmed . They decide to sit it out and wait for the wind to pick up but 
discover that there is a whale swimming close by . Although this makes them anxious, there is worse 
to come – a shark . The shark attacks their boat and Dad is washed overboard . Tim tries desperately to 
help his dad but, in the end, it is the whale that appears to save him .

 Teaching prompts   
• Explain to the children that the passage they are going to read is about a father and his son who 

are on a sailing boat . If possible, show some pictures of small boats and discuss the details that the 
children can see . Establish that these boats use the power of the wind to move and that without 
wind, they cannot sail .

• Ask the children to remind you what they know about making inferences when they read . Prompt 
them to put themselves in the place of the characters and to think about how they would feel on 
board such a sailing boat .

Revisiting the text
Ask the children to:

• work in pairs and to re-enact the scene described in the passage

• use mime, rather than dialogue, to demonstrate how the characters are feeling

• form freeze-frames of specific scenes in the passage

• create speech and thought bubbles to show the characters’ thoughts and feelings

• retell the events in the passage from Dad’s point of view

• prepare a reading of the passage, using expression to emphasise the dramatic points in the text .
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 Answers

Links to content domain requirements are in brackets after the answer .

1 . a whale [2b]
2 . a shark [2b]
3 . He was feeling frightened [2d]
4 . The shark was attacking/hitting the boat . [2d]
5 . 

True False

Tim was so scared that he thought he was going to be sick . ✔

Tim’s heart burst out of his chest . ✔

Tim’s dad was swept overboard . ✔ [2b]
6 . The thudding and banging stopped . The sea was still – dead still . The sea had fallen silent . [2d]
7 . By holding out his hand ./He tried to pull him up . [2d]
8 . helplessly [2d]
9 . The whale – by blowing out a jet of water . [2d]
10 . Tim tried to rescue his dad . 6

Dad was swept overboard . 4
Tim spotted a shark coming towards the boat . 2
Dad disappeared and everything went quiet . 5
The shark started attacking the boat . 3
Dad was lifted out of the sea on a jet of water . 7
Tim saw a whale near the boat . 1 [2c]

 Assessment

The children are secure in retrieving information efficiently and effectively if they can use skimming and 
scanning techniques to find the relevant paragraph and information .

They are able to summarise effectively if they can skim a paragraph and identify the main gist .

They can make appropriate inferences if they are able to connect pieces of information given in the text 
in order to come up with an answer .

Next steps 
Display descriptive passages on the IWB and involve the children in highlighting words and phrases 
that give an insight into characters' feelings and emotions . Discuss and identify how and where the 
author has used the ‘show not tell’ technique .

Ask the children to put themselves into the shoes of one of the characters and to think about and 
explain how they think they would have felt if they had been involved in the events .

Using passages that describe series of events, involve the children in summarising each event 
in a limited number of words . This works particularly well with newspaper articles that give 
chronological reports of events . 

Cut up chronological texts into sections and ask the children to reconstruct them in the order in 
which events happened .
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Stranded!
Tim and his Dad are stranded on a sailing boat, waiting for the wind to gather speed. 
However, they soon find that they are not alone …

Tim could see the gleaming body of the whale pushing its way through the 
water just beside their boat. He could just make out the faint bubbling of water, 
like the sound of a gentle mountain stream flowing through pebbles. And then it 
stopped. All at once and without warning.

“It might have gone,” his dad said, looking up at their limp sail. “We’ll wait a little 
longer. See if the wind begins to pick up.”

Tim felt his heart start to race. Not because of the whale just to the side of 
them. It was certainly still there. There was something else. A dark streamlined 
shape, coming towards the boat.  A shark! Tim’s heart beat faster. This time he 
really was frightened.

“There’s a bit of a breeze now,” said his dad, who had not yet spotted the shark. 
“Come on.”

“No!” yelled Tim, without moving. “Keep still!”

But it was too late. A dull thud rocked the hull followed by another ... and 
another.

Dad saw at once what it was. “Don’t move!” he said. “Just don’t move.”

“I’m not!” shouted Tim. “I’m not moving!”

The boat began to rock wildly from side to side. Water was spilling over the bow. 
The shark was attacking their boat.

Tim’s stomach was churning so much that he thought he was going to be sick. 
And as for his heart, it was beating fast enough for it to burst right out of his 
chest. He stared into his father’s face. It was white – white and full of terror.

A wave of water crashed into the boat. Tim covered his face. And, in less time 
than it had taken him to blink, his dad disappeared, swept overboard by the rush 
of water.

“Dad!” Tim screamed. “Dad!”

The thudding and banging stopped. Tim scrambled to the side. The sea was still 
– dead still. Tim wanted to cry. He wanted to scream. His eyes combed the still 
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STRANDED!

water for life. But there was nothing – not a thing. The sea had fallen silent. The 
only thing Tim could hear was his own heart pounding inside his chest.

“Tim!” A voice suddenly yelled from behind him. “Over here!”

“Dad!” Tim cried.

Tim turned round and held out one hand to his father frantically splashing about 
in the water. But it was no good. He couldn’t reach him.

“Help! Pull me up! Quick!”

“I’m trying, Dad, I’m trying!” Tim screamed helplessly. “I’m trying.”

Then suddenly, on that last scream, a jet of water shot high into the air. Tim 
stared in amazement as his dad began to rise slowly out of the water. He was 
moving upwards, almost as if he was being lifted by someone – or something.
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Name: Class: Date:

STRANDED!

1 In the opening paragraph, what does Tim see in the water beside their boat? Tick one.

  bubbling water

  a stream flowing through pebbles

  a whale

  his dad

2 What did Tim see coming towards the boat that made him really frightened?

 

3 Read the paragraph beginning “Tim felt his heart …” to “… heart beat faster.”
 Explain what this tells you about how Tim was feeling.

 

4 “A dull thud rocked the hull followed by another … and another.”
 Explain what this tells you about what the shark was doing.

 

5 Read the section from “Tim’s stomach was churning …” to “… rush of water.”
 Using information from the text, tick one box in each row to show whether each statement 

is True or False.

True False

Tim was so scared that he thought he was going to be sick.

Tim’s heart burst out of his chest.

Tim’s dad was swept overboard.

6 How do you know that everything went quiet after the shark attacked the boat?
 Write down three pieces of evidence.
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STRANDED!

7 How did Tim try to help his dad out of the sea?

 

8 “I’m trying, Dad, I’m trying!” Tim screamed helplessly. “I’m trying.”
 Write down one word that tells you Tim felt that he couldn’t help his dad.

 

9 Who or what do you think lifted Tim’s dad out of the water?

 

10 Below are some summaries of different events in this passage. Number them 1–7 to show 
the order in which they appear in the passage.

 The first one has been done for you.

 Tim tried to rescue his dad. 

 Dad was swept overboard. 

 Tim spotted a shark coming towards the boat. 

 Dad disappeared and everything went quiet. 

 The shark started attacking the boat. 

 Dad was lifted out of the sea on a jet of water. 

 Tim saw a whale near the boat. 1
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AUTUMN TEST 2: FANTASTIC MR DAHL YEAR 6 NEW CURRICULUM READING COMPREHENSION TESTS

Fantastic Mr Dahl
Non-fiction

Unit summary
The extract looks to capture the essence of someone through the description of a short personal 
encounter . Roald Dahl is well known to children, and they may be intrigued by the insights into 
his behaviour and character . There is also an opportunity to explore some of the characteristics of 
autobiography .

Content domain focus: 
2b retrieve and record information/identify key details from fiction and non-fiction
2c summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph
2d make inferences from the text/explain and justify inferences with evidence from the text
2g identify/explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of words and phrases

Text summary  
This extract is taken from the introduction to Fantastic Mr Dahl by Michael Rosen . The extract is an 
account of Rosen’s first meeting with Dahl, in the company of Joe, one of Rosen’s children . The book 
as a whole explores why Roald Dahl is such a successful author, and tries to identify the ingredients 
that contribute to that success .

 Teaching prompts   
• Prior to the task, ask the children if they have ever met anyone famous . If anyone has, ask them 

whether the person looked or behaved as they expected .

• Ask whether everyone has heard of Roald Dahl and possibly the writer of the passage, Michael 
Rosen . (Almost all will have heard of Dahl; some will know Rosen from his TV work and his poems .)

• If they had met Dahl, what would they have expected him to be like?

• Explain that they are about to read of someone’s first encounter with Dahl .

Revisiting the text
• Ask: What did you think about the text? Did Dahl behave as you thought he would? Invite them to draw on 

their answers, particularly to question 10 .

• Ask them to explore the meeting through Joe’s eyes . This could be done through role-play initially, 
then through autobiographical writing . Ask: How would Joe tell the story to his teacher and classmates at 
school; then later, as an adult, looking back?

• Ask the children if they have read The Twits . If they have, can they explain the reference to beards being 
disgusting?

• Look at the conventions of autobiography . Can the children remember, word for word, action by 
action, conversations and events that have happened to them? If not, do writers of autobiography 
make it up? Is this acceptable? Include reference to question 9 in your discussion .
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 Answers

1 . They both had new books out (and someone working for the 
TV programme thought the books were similar) . [2b]

2 . He was already a famous writer ./Millions of children enjoyed his books . [2b]
3 . Rosen’s son, Joe . [2b]
4 . He is waiting for his father’s permission to speak to a stranger . [2d]
5 . Rosen’s beard [2b]
6 . He is not sure whether Dahl is serious or joking . [2d]
7 . The Twits [2b]
8 . 

True False

He was a short man . ✔

He had a loud voice . ✔

He was very confident when he spoke . ✔

He was not very well known at the time . ✔ [2b]

9 . Accept two from: It’s all a long time ago now; I seem to remember; 
I think he said goodbye to me . [2g]

10 . Accept any of the three responses, provided it is accompanied by appropriate 
reference to the text, e .g . Yes – it would be great to meet a famous author . 
/I also really like his books ./He is obviously an interesting, original person .
No – he sounds quite an unpleasant/frightening/unpredictable person .
Not sure – a combination of the previous responses . [2c]

 Assessment

The focus in questioning is predominantly on literal and inferential comprehension: what happens, 
and how it should be interpreted . The higher-order skills of appreciation and summary are tackled in 
questions 9 and 10 .

To be secure in their learning, the children should be producing correct answers to all questions 
requiring literal comprehension, and providing plausible attempts at questions 4 and 6, 9 and 10 .

Next steps 
Model a suitable answer to question 10, to demonstrate how this could be phrased .

Look out for additional examples of autobiography, to test conclusions from the children’s post-test 
discussion .

Invite the children to produce a piece of autobiographical writing of their own, based on a 
significant incident . Ask them to share their writing in groups, and discuss where they were able to 
recall word for word, action by action, and where they had to invent .
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Fantastic Mr Dahl
Have you ever met anyone famous? This is what happened when Michael Rosen (and his son Joe) 
met Roald Dahl.

I first met Roald Dahl in a television studio in 1980. He was already very famous, though 
perhaps not quite as mega-famous as he is today. He’d written James and the Giant Peach, 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Fantastic Mr Fox and Danny the Champion of the World. But now 
he had a new book out. And so did I. We were both appearing in the same TV programme 
because someone thought that we were writing similar kinds of stories. To tell the truth, I was 
quite excited. I was going to meet a writer whose books millions of children loved. But there 
was someone else with me who was even more excited than I was. This was my son Joe, who 
was about five years old.

In TV studios, there’s often a little room away from all the cameras, where you wait until it’s 
your turn to be filmed. It’s called the green room – even though it’s not usually green. Joe and 
I sat on one side of this particular green room and Roald Dahl was on the other. I noticed 
that he didn’t really look at me even though I looked at him and tried to say hello. Instead, 
every now and then, Roald Dahl looked across at Joe. This went on for some time. After a bit, 
Roald caught Joe’s attention and said to him in quite a stern way, “Come here.”

Joe looked at me and I nodded. So he went over and stood in front of Roald Dahl. And, as 
everyone will tell you, Roald was very big – even when he was sitting down. Big legs, big body, 
even a big head. For a little boy, he must have seemed huge. A real giant.

Then, in a big, booming voice, Roald Dahl said to Joe, “What’s that growing on your 
father’s face?”

Joe looked across the room at me and then back at Roald Dahl. In a small voice, he said, “A 
beard?” “Exactly!” said Roald Dahl. “And it’s disgusting!” Joe looked unsure. Was this a joke 
or was it serious? He smiled, but only a little.

Roald Dahl went on, “It’s probably got this morning’s breakfast in it. And last night’s dinner. And 
old bits of rubbish, any old stuff that he’s come across. You might even find a bicycle wheel in it.”

Joe looked back again at me and my beard. I could see on his face that there was a part 
of him that believed what he had just heard. After all, Roald Dahl hadn’t asked Joe what 
he thought might be in my beard. He’d just told him in that firm, very sure voice what was 
actually, really and very definitely in my beard. And that’s what Roald Dahl was like. When 
he spoke, he did sound very, very certain – even if what he was saying was extraordinary, 
amazing, weird, fantastical or downright crazy.

Soon after that, Roald and I were called into the studio – me to talk about my book about 
a giant flea that lived in the London Underground and Roald Dahl to talk about … can you 
guess? The Twits, of course.

It’s all a long time ago now, but I seem to remember that the interviewer asked us what we 
thought were the ‘ingredients’ of a good story for children.

“Above all,” Roald Dahl told the interviewer, “it must be FUNNY.”

Afterwards, we returned to the green room, picked up our coats and went home. I think he said 
goodbye to me. He certainly said goodbye to little Joe, and had a few words of wisdom for him 
too. He leaned towards my son and said, “And don’t forget what I said about your father’s beard.”
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FANTASTIC MR DAHL

Name: Class: Date:

1 Why had Michael Rosen and Roald Dahl been invited to appear on the same TV show?

 

2 Why does Michael Rosen say he was excited to be meeting Roald Dahl?

 

3 Who was even more excited about it than he was?

 

4 When Roald Dahl says “Come here”, Joe hesitates. What is he waiting for?

 

5 What is Roald Dahl interested in?

 

6 Roald Dahl says “And it’s disgusting!” What does Joe think?

 

7 Which of his books was Roald Dahl there to talk about?

 

8 Which of the following statements are true about Roald Dahl, as he appears in this story, 
and which are false? Tick the correct box.

True False

He was a short man.

He had a loud voice.

He was very confident when he spoke.

He was not very well known at the time.

9 This account was written a long time after the original meeting took place. Find and copy 
two statements that suggest Michael Rosen is no longer sure of some of the details.

 

 

10 Would you have liked to meet Roald Dahl? Support your answer with evidence from this account.
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